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JOURNEY INTRODUCTION, PART 2 

Who’s Walling In & Walling Out? 
 
 
 
 
 

It's seems to me that introductions ought to introduce.  By that I mean they 
should help you know if I and this book are someone and something you want to 
take your time with.  Robert Frost’s poem Mending Wall  has a line that reads: 
 

“Before I built a wall I'd want to know what I was walling in and walling out…” 
 
This applies to books, too.  Before I read a book (which is a sizable investment 
of life energy), I want to know what it’s "walling in and walling out” – and espe-
cially who's doing the walling.  So you can decide whether this book’s likely to be 
worth your time, here's what it's walling in and walling out and some info about 
who's doing the walling. 
 
So let's start with me – the waller.  Why?  Because content doesn't matter 
nearly as much who's filtering it (unless the sources are truly objective like Fox 
News).   But it’s also to respond to my youngest offspring, Matt, who’s fond of 
saying, "The world doesn't revolve around you, dad."  This introduction just goes 
to show how wrong he is. 
 
As of 2004 I’m 65 and have five kids from 44 to 22.  I'm also in the 15th year 
of my fourth marriage.  Why tell you this?  Because you deserve to know who's 
doing the filtering in this book, and because family has become the center of my 
life.  It wasn’t earlier (as four marriages might indicate).  This has been an ex-
traordinarily long evolution. 
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Regardless of what son Matt thinks, I managed to have life revolve around me 
(or at least seem to) for a very long time – as high school “good guy” semi-jock 
(cross The Last Picture Show with American Grafitti), as “ cool college man” ala 
“Otter & Holden” (a weird synthesis of Animal House and preppy 50’s Yale) and 
as scion of my dad’s budding truck empire (like Mort Sahl said about David 
Sarnoff, Jr., “He was born with native ability and suddenly his father took a lik-
ing to him”).  Unfortunately, my dad liking me didn't make me competent at run-
ning a trucking business.  This years from ’53 to ’63 were a particularly mindless 
decade and included a disastrous first marriage patterned after Rock Hudson 
and Doris Day.  It never would've happened post-60’s, but back then, if you 
really liked somebody and wanted to have sex, you got married.  So we did.  Eld-
est daughter Laura (44) is the gift of that marriage.  She and her family are out 
in Green Bay where she's a trucking mogul (it's too bad my dad wasn’t around 
long enough to see his genes just skipped a generation). 
 
Then there was a second marriage to a beautiful soul, Marianne.  Thankfully we 
had no children, since my first Encounter Group in ’69 opened me wide to the 
“Sexual Revolution” which, with my hormonal excess, exploded that marriage and 
every other relationship I would have before fifty.  This included my fifteen 
year marriage to Nancy, mother of Susan, Scott, Katina and Matt.  They, with 
Laura, will all come up at various times in the book (the five of them are some of 
my toughest teachers).  Fortunately for all of us, Nancy and I continue to be 
very close, and she and fourth wife, Donna, are best friends. 
 
A huge part of us all coming through this so well was because Nancy shocked me 
out of a terrible arrogance when she left me without warning in 1988.  At the 
time I was very successful as an independent consultant making more money 
than I ever imagined I would.  But the bigger part of the problem was that 
every other week I traveled first-class, was pampered in five-star hotels and 
received what seemed like endless adulation from the leadership groups I per-
formed for.  All this combined to give me a terminal case of ego inflation, espe-
cially in relation to the normal requirements of being part of a family.  I actually 
expected the same adulation and pampering from those people who saw me day 
in and day out with all my warts, manic-depression and arrogance.  Of course it 
was only a matter of time. 
 
One night in mid-October Nancy said, "I don't want to be with you any more."  
This wasn't the opening of negotiation.  She’d put up with more than any person 
should ever have to, she'd done her sorting out with her therapist and we were 
over.  Period.  I went into shock.  I hadn't seen this coming at all (and I was sup-
posed to be in the business awareness).  I moved to the house where my office 
was and mourned.  Susan and Scott were gone, working and at college.  Kate and 
Matt were eight and six.  Without my realizing it, they had become the center 
of my life.  The most powerful thing I knew was feeling their little arms around 
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my neck when I held them.  And now, with Nancy, they were gone.  It was a hor-
rible time - and I deserved all of it. 
 
The worst part was we had scheduled a family vacation to Disney World the 
first week in November.  For reasons I now can’t comprehend, Nancy and I de-
cided to do the vacation pretending as though things were just fine (only Kate 
and Matt had been around for the past two weeks, and we thought they knew 
much less than they did).  The older kids all joined us, and we told them nothing 
(of course, they knew something very weird was going on, especially since Nancy 
and I were sleeping separately).  Those four days were the greatest disaster of 
my life.  On the plane back I told the older kids Nancy and I were separated and 
getting divorced.  Then I went back to my empty house. 
 
Donna truly saved my relationship with family.  She’d left New Zealand to escape 
a sixteen-year affair with a married man and was on her way around the world.  
We met in June at a CPSI (a creativity conference in Buffalo), and twice more 
during the summer through coincidences.  The universe pushed us together for 
the fourth time on November 19.  We’d had no man-woman connection in the 
previous three meetings.  At the time she was supposed to be meeting a guy 
she’d met in Buffalo before going to the UK.  Fortunately for me, he decided to 
move in with another woman and thought he should tell her before she arrived 
(barely) from Nova Scotia where she'd been picking apples to get some cash.  
This meant she had ten days with no place to stay before her unchangeable Vir-
gin Airlines flight left for London.  She called our mutual friend Mary who 
brought her to another conference in White River Junction, Vermont, where I'd 
gone to get away from my empty house. 
 
When Donna saw me she came up and gave me a hug (she said seeing a familiar 
face in a foreign country feels like running into an old friend).  Then she stepped 
back and said, "You need another hug."  Later she told me, “She saw my soul cry-
ing.”  We've been together ever since. 
 
I made the next two years very difficult for those close to me, especially Donna.  
It was too hard to stay in Vermont, so we bought a motor home and went south 
for the winter.  Most of the time we only had each other, and so she got the 
bulk of my craziness.  Thank God she was there when Katie and Matt came for 
their vacations because I wanted way too much from them.  I can't even begin 
to tell you all times and all the ways she held us all together and helped us come 
back to love.  She is the major reason we have the incredible extended family 
we do (we call it "The Idol Family Bush” because it’s too fat to be a tree). 
 
So what does all this say about me as the person doing the "walling in and walling 
out" for this book?  Hopefully it says I have some awareness of the paradoxical 
nature of myself and humanity – our capacity for arrogance and humility, for 
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selfishness and love, for self-deception and awareness, for weakness and 
strength, for joy and pain.  Hopefully it says I know my truth is only my truth, 
and that I’ll share what I’ve got with you as honestly and openly as I’m able.  
Hopefully it says I know how to appreciate and feel gratitude as well as be 
judgmental and depressed.  Hopefully it says I can see fairly clearly sometimes, 
and know I can be as blind as a bat at others.  And hopefully it gives you confi-
dence I can usually tell when I should shut up and quietly "wait in my heart" 
(thanks, Sue Monk Kid) until it's time to speak again. 
 
THREE OF MY FILTERS, PREJUDICES, HOT BUTTONS, ETC. 
 
We all filter reality.  These filters are “imprintings in the unconscious.” (Psy-
chologists call them “archetypes”; more normal people call them "prejudices" and 
"hot buttons."  We’ll spend a good deal of time understanding how these form 
and influence us in later chapters.)  But I think you're entitled to know about 
some of mine in advance.  Here are three. 
 
FILTER 1: “THE REAL STUFF" IS EMOTIONAL & SPIRITUAL 
 
If there was anyone who felt abandoned and isolated in this hostile world, it was 
me.  Note I said, "FELT abandoned and isolated."  My outer circumstances never 
warranted the fear levels I constantly dealt with inside.  My reality was always 
internal, and often pretty unattached to any visible external occurrences.  It 
worked both ways, too.  I could get ecstatic over my internal reality just as eas-
ily as depressed.  It was like I had my own weather system inside me, and its 
changes in climate just weren't related to what was going on around me.  In my 
thirties I learned my condition: had a name: Bi-polar.  Learning the name didn't 
do much to help the condition. 
 
I've always loved being excited and enthusiastic about life, but back in 1963 I 
believed something in the world had to cause those feelings, that I couldn't feel 
such delight unless something around me justified it.  I know it was 1963, not 
because of Frankie Valle, but because I got a lesson from Glenda I've never 
forgotten.  Glenda was a colleague and a lot more her own person than I was 
back then.  On this occasion, I rushed into her office and, with great drama, la-
boriously recounted some mundane event (so mundane I can't even remember 
what it was now).  After what I thought was a riveting performance, I concluded 
by saying: 

"Isn't that great!" 

She looked at me l ke I was some kind of alien for what seemed l ke a
very long time and then quietly replied: 

i  i  

"No." 
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She didn't say it as put-down; she just meant that in her life this was not a par-
ticularly unusual or "great" event.  I had two reactions I remember distinctly to 
this day.  The first was, "That's not what she’s supposed to say,” and the second 
was, "She's right.  It isn't great; it isn't even very special."  I didn't make much 
progress with my need for approval until years later, but that day Glenda gave 
me a glimpse of a healthier way to be.  Of course, I resented her for it.  At 
least then I did.  Now I'm grateful, appreciative and admiring because she was 
one of my many, many teachers.  We had a lunch together in ’90, and it was won-
derful to see her.  She was getting married for the fourth time that year, too. 
 
This story is about a filter I can't help using – feeling.  I know “objective, meas-
urable reality" is powerful for others, but it’s largely irrelevant to me; how I’m 
feeling inside is my primary currency.  Feeling and intuition make up the world I 
live in.  It's emotional and spiritual terrain.  To me, it's "the real stuff" behind 
the material and intellectual layers our culture makes so prominent.  And, now 
that I know how I feel doesn't depend on what’s outside me, my life is generally 
delightful. 
 
This feeling filter reverses normal understanding of cause and effect.  We're 
conditioned to believe that external reality is the cause and our internal feelings 
are the resulting effect.  This is a terrible belief system!  At its best it leaves 
us paranoid trying to control the "real" world so it doesn't “make” us feel bad 
again.  And when we do feel bad (and who doesn’t from time to time?), we feel 
guilty because we should have kept whatever “made” us feel bad from happening.  
In addition to paranoia, this belief system (at its best, remember) offers guilt 
and low self-esteem (what a bargain that is).  At its worst this conditioning 
makes us perpetual victims.  How can we be responsible for the way we feel if 
the world does it to us?  What an awful range of choice - from hunter-warriors 
continually looking over our shoulders to pathetic victims waiting for someone 
else to “fix” our lives.  I find no position along this continuum attractive. 
 
My reality is how I feel, and, while external events certainly do impact me, I 
have a great range of choice about how I will feel in response to them.  One 
thing my years have taught me is that it's easier to choose my feelings than it is 
to control the world.  I’m for "easier" (thanks, Oriah Mountain Dreamer), and 
knowing my feelings are my reality makes life lots easier for me. 
 
FILTER 2:  LIVE “BOTH/AND” INSTEAD OF“EITHER/OR” 
 
Oh dear, this has gotten more serious than I intended.  For an experienced Bi-
polar that means it’s time to lighten up the seriousness.  Lightening up the seri-
ous doesn’t mean getting rid of it; it means being BOTH  light AND serious at 
the same time.  This is important.  BOTH/AND is not giving up one pole for the 
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other; it’s being, having or doing both.  I know this can sound bizarre.  Stay 
open. 
 
BOTH/AND is generically called paradox or, in eastern cultures, Yin and Yang.  
More specific versions are: 

● BOTH  Spirit AND  Flesh 

● BOTH  Global AND  Local 

● BOTH  Light AND  Dark 

● BOTH  Other AND  Self 

● BOTH  Play AND  Work 

● BOTH  Feminine AND  Masculine 
 
BOTH/AND is damn hard to get your head around.  We in western culture are 
particularly lousy at it.  That's because we suffer from another terrible belief 
system called EITHER/OR.  It mutters things like "a bird in hand is worth two in 
the bush” and “half a loaf is better than none."  These sayings might make sense 
if our only other option really were “none.”  But what if there are a thousand 
birds in the bush just waiting for us?  What if there are not only endless loaves 
(and fishes) but croissants, cakes and chocolate cream pies around the next 
corner?  Does it make sense then to settle for that measly sparrow or half a 
loaf?  It takes a very scared person to settle for EITHER/OR when BOTH/AND 
is available. 
 
The mentality of EITHER/OR is a scarcity mentality, a fear mentality.  Caught 
in it we believe there is never enough to go around, and we're lucky to have what 
we've got.  Even though what we’ve settled for isn’t life-sustaining, we exhaust 
ourselves protecting those crumbs instead of seeking what we truly need.  I'm 
not talking about taking stupid risks here.  I'm talking about a mentality that 
has been conditioned to expect so little from life it won't consider asking for 
more than survival and security (sometimes this mentality even believes simply 
wanting more will get it punished for arrogance and ingratitude).  It's such fear 
that keeps us from looking around the corner to see what might be possible.  
This is what I mean by "a very scared person," and I speak from experience be-
cause I was one.  The issues here are not usually material, but our fear makes 
them seem so.  The real costs are emotional and spiritual deadening, and the 
"scared person" believes these must be paid in order to be materially safe.  To 
enjoy the fruits of BOTH/AND, we have to shed the scarcity mentality of the
EITHER/OR belief system.
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“If you call this "lightening up" I'd hate to be around when you get 
heavy!” 

“Okay, okay, I got carried away.  Let's get back to having fun…” 

 
The point of BOTH/AND is that IT'S ALL AVAILABLE ALL THE TIME.  Now 
that's good, light news, isn't it?  Especially since Einstein and Neils Bohr (who 
couldn’t agree on hardly anything else) said so, too. 
 
But if you're finding BOTH/AND as foreign as I did initially, try this image 
from "science" (the most widely practiced religion of our time).  Imagine a mag-
netic field.  You've seen those pictures where scattered iron filings line up with 
the field, right?  We know it takes a north pole and a south pole to make a field.  
North poles and south poles are EITHER/OR’s.  Magnets (like the earth) have 
both, and it’s the tension between them that creates the field.  Guess what hap-
pens if you only have one pole, the EITHER or the OR?  That's right, no field.  
So whenever you encounter what appears to be a pair of opposites (an EITHER 
and an OR), just think of them as a north pole and a south pole, and the 

 

BOTH/AND as the field they create.  Then think of the art of "having it all" as 
being able to remain in the tension, ambiguity and anxiety until the field (a flow-
ing synthesis of the opposites) becomes visible.  Any questions? 
 
So what's the point to all this?  It means the problem (oops, I mean the oppor-
tunity) is always to find your way to have it all.  "Your way" means appropriate to 
your values, your nature and your energy - not to anyone else's.  What more 
could you want?  And this is the foundation for the next filter. 
 
FILTER 3: CHANGE "I CAN'T" TO "I WON'T" 
 
"I can't" is almost always a lie.  At best it's a mistake (remember BOTH/AND).  
For example, if someone asks you to lunch, you probably often say, “Sorry, I 
can’t.  I’m busy with…”  But I bet if the person asking were Brad Pitt or Julia 
Roberts, you’d find a way not to be busy.  So the truth is not that “you can’t” but 
that “you won’t” have lunch with whoever’s asking.  This doesn't mean that you 
don't like them; it just means they’re not a priority for you today.  If they were, 
you’d rearrange your schedule to make it work.  So, even if you don't like calling 
“I can’t” a lie, it usually is. 
 
But that's not the worse part.  The most destructive part is when you actually 
believe "I can't" is the truth because this means you believe you are impotent in 
the situation.  In blunt terms, this is called "victim mentality” (again, remember
BOTH/AND).  "Victim mentality" means you have defined a situation in such a 
way that you are powerless within it.  Imagine believing you couldn't have lunch 
with someone if you wanted to!  But, if you're like I used to be, you've done it 
for years and now it's a built-in habit. 
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There are usually two reasons we build in such a stupid habit.  The first is that 
occasionally the habit is accurate, and this proves we were right to have done it.  
This is called intermittent reinforcement in psychological terms and is very pow-
erful at sustaining the habit.  Intermittent reinforcement is what makes slot 
machines so profitable; every once in a while there's a payoff that hooks you 
into feeding more quarters or credit card debits into the slot.  The randomness 
of the payoff is important.  Since we can never be sure when it will come, we've 
just got to keep on playing. 
 
It's important to acknowledge here that no one I know can make everything 
they want happen or everything they don't want not happen.  At this stage of 
our development "I can't" is going to seem true more than enough to be inter-
mittently reinforced.  But it's also a fact that everyone I know uses "I can't" a 
lot when it's not true, too.  We have a three-way choice here.  We can act as if 
"I can't" is never true, as if it's always true or as if it’s sometimes true.  I’ve 
decided to act as though it's never true.  In my experience, the times I really 
"can't" are incredibly few relative to the whole, and my life just works better 
when I think like The Little Engine That Could ("I think I can...  I think I can...  I 
think I can..."). 
 
The fly in the ointment here is those times when I want a BOTH/AND and can't 
figure out how to get it (at least without Superman's help).  Here's what I do.  I 
assume what I want is attainable, but that it would take me more time, energy 
and resources to get it than I want to put into it, and I say to myself, “I 
CHOOSE NOT TO pursue this.”  I know this can sound hokey, but it works for 
me. In fact, I recommend substituting it whenever you might be tempted to use 
"I can't” (“I CHOOSE TO” is a good substitute for "I have to…” as well). 
 
The second reason we build in such a stupid habit is that saying "I can't" makes 
life a lot easier socially.  Most people get really pissed if, when they ask you to 
lunch, you say something like "I won't" or "I don't want to."  "I can't" solves this 
by not offending them and lets you do what you want at the same time.  It's an 
important stress-reducing strategy, and I recommend you keep it for the out-
side world.  But it's very important not to say it inside your head because then 
you can start to believe it's true, and this will just take you down into victim-
hood where you don't want to be.  So, while you're saying "I can't" on the out-
side, be sure you're saying "I won't" on the inside.  
 
YOUR GUIDE & “WALLER” SUMMARIZED TO THIS POINT 
 
This concludes Part 2 of this introduction.  Clearly your author is a person who's 
managed to make a mess of almost every aspect of his life (at least in conven-
tional terms) many times over.  In addition, you can count on him to: 
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● Rely on subjective, emotional bias (feeling) rather than on objective, scien-
tific evidence (fact) in choosing, presenting and evaluating whatever he of-
fers you; 

● Recklessly pursue BOTH/AND in a world the great majority of human beings 
agree is clearly an EITHER/OR reality; 

● Insist we all take personal responsibility for preventing or getting ourselves 
out of the innumerable catastrophes said EITHER/OR world randomly in-
flicts upon us. 

 
If you believe a lead dog with these assets might offer an interesting rear view, 
you’re ready to consider our direction shift from  OUTER TO INNER…

 
 
 
 
 

   Love & Laughter, Father William 
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